Notable outbreaks of infectious viruses resulting from spillover events from bats 2 have brought much attention to the ecological origins of bat-borne zoonoses, re-3 sulting in an increase in ecological and epidemiological studies on bat populations 4 in Africa, Asia, and Australia. The aim of many of these studies is to identify new 5 viral agents with field sampling methods that collect pooled urine samples from 6 large plastic sheets placed under a bat roost. The efficiency of under-roost sam-7 pling also makes it an attractive method for gathering roost-level prevalence data. 8 However, the method allows multiple individuals to contribute to a pooled sample, 9 potentially introducing positive bias. To assess the ability of under-roost sampling 10 to accurately estimate viral prevalence, we constructed a probabilistic model to 11 explore the relationship between four sampling designs (quadrant, uniform, strat-12 ified, and random) and estimation bias. We modeled bat density and movement 13 with a Poisson cluster process and spatial kernels, and simulated the four under-14 roost sheet sampling designs by manipulating a spatial grid of hexagonal tiles. We 15 performed global sensitivity analyses to identify major sources of estimation bias 16 and provide recommendations for field studies that wish to estimate roost-level 17 prevalence. We found that the quadrant-based design had a positive bias 5-7 times 18 higher than other designs due to spatial auto-correlation among sampling sheets 19 and clustering of bats in the roost. The sampling technique is therefore highly 20 sensitive to viral presence; but lacks specificity, providing poor information re-21 garding dynamics in viral prevalence. Given population sizes of 5000-14000, our 22 simulation results indicate that using a stratified random design to collect 30-40 23 urine samples from 80-100 sheets, each with an area of 0.75-1m 2 , would provide 24 sufficient estimation of true prevalence with minimum sampling bias and false neg-25 atives. However, acknowledging the general problem of data aggregation, we em-26 phasize that robust inference of true prevalence from field data require information 27 of underpinning roost sizes. Our findings refine our understanding of the under-28 roost sampling technique with the aim of increasing its specificity, and suggest that 29 the method be further developed as an efficient non-invasive sampling technique 30 that provides roost-level estimates of viral prevalence within a bat population.
Introduction
under-roost sampling for the surveillance of infectious bat viruses.
Methods
Modeling under-roost sheet sampling its own 'sheet', we replicated this sampling design by making a hexagonal grid with 169 each tile area equivalent to a 1.8 × 1.3m rectangular sheet. Groupings of 4 hexagonal 170 tiles then suffice as a large sheet with 4 quadrants. In each simulation, we generated 171 10 sheet positions within A using a simple sequential inhibition point process with the 172 rSSI function of the spatstat package (Baddeley et al. 2015) . To ensure that all 173 sheets retained the same quadrant orientation and that no two sheets were directly adja-174 cent, we generated sheet positions within a disc of A − 3m and set the inhibitory radius 175 to 3s, where s is the hexagonal cell size. The four cell-centers nearest each of the 10 176 simulated point locations comprised the 40 (10 × 4 quadrants) hexagonal tiles for the 177 quadrant-based design (S1). 178 To test our hypothesis that a larger number of smaller sheets will estimate roost-level 179 prevalence more accurately, we generated hexagonal grids with cell size s that select h 180 number of tiles in a uniform, stratified, or random pattern. Both uniform and random 181 designs are straightforward, but the stratified sampling design was generated using a 182 sequential inhibition point process, where random points are laid down sequentially, re-183 taining only those that are placed further than a specified inhibitory radius r s . This is 184 similar to a person attempting to lay down sheets randomly with one rule in mind-"Do 185 not place sheets within r s distance of each other". We simulated sheet sampling designs 186 with the sheetsamp function in the R code provided in Supplementary Information. 187 Figure 2 displays an example of a simulation which has generated the previously imple-188 mented large-sheet quadrant design and three additional 'small-sheet' designs that use a larger number of smaller (1 × 1m) more dispersed sheets. 190 Calculating estimated prevalence 191 Given a roost area A, the polygons produced by the sheetsamp function (described 192 above) generate the sheet sampling area S, so that S ⊂ A, and S h = {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S H }, 193 where H is the total number of sampling sheets. We derived bat density from a simu- 
Bats in the upper strata of the canopy are less likely to contribute urine to the sheet 202 below because of obstruction by individuals below or factors in the environment (e.g 203 wind, tree branches). Therefore, a urine sample is collected from each of the sheets S 204 according to a probability of urine contribution and collection p u , with variation given 205 by N (p u , σ 2 ). The number of individuals contributing to each pooled sample C b is 206 calculated as
where C b is a vector of length H, containing the number of contributing bats per sheet.
208
Assuming heterogeneous prevalence within the roost, the number of infected bats 209 D b in the sample is the sum of C b independent Bernoulli trials with success probability 210 equal to the true prevalence p.
Given the number of infected bats D b and the probability of urine collection p u , we 212 can calculate the probability of obtaining a negative sheet as (1 − p u ) D b . Assuming that 213 urine contribution from one infected bat is sufficient to make a sheet sample positive,
214
the infection status of all sheets is a binary vector I h indicating the positivity for the H 215 sheets of S.
To calculate estimated sheet-level prevalencep, the number of positive sheets H h=1 I h 217 is divided by the number of urine samples collected at the roost n s , which is the sum 218 of a binary vector indicating that the urine of more than one individual was contributed 219 and collected for all of the H sheets of S. we kept parameter values the same as simulation 1, but we allowed true prevalence to 244 vary from 0 to 1, and then plotted true versus estimated prevalence along with mean 245 estimation bias (scenario 2 in Table 1 ).
246
In scenarios 3 and 4, we used global sensitivity analysis, as described in Prowse bias is to each parameter.
264
In scenario 3, we compare the quadrant-based design with the stratified design while 265 accounting for the variability in all other parameters to determine the main drivers caus-266 ing differences in estimation bias. We chose to use only the stratified design as a candidate small-sheet design because the first two simulations suggested that the three small-268 sheet designs produce similar results, and the stratified design is most plausibly repli-269 cated in the field. Based on preliminary models, it appeared that a small-sheet sampling 270 design which used ∼100 sheets with an area of ≤ 1 × 1m 2 could attain low estimation 271 bias. So, we fixed the parameters controlling sheet dimensions accordingly to facilitate 272 comparison between the quadrant and stratified methods (see simulation 3 in Table 1 ).
273
To explore the optimal application of the stratified sampling design, we performed 274 a global sensitivity analysis using only the stratified sampling design in scenario 4. All 275 parameters were varied as in scenario 3, however sheet area s, number of sheets H, 276 and distance between sheets (d s ; previously fixed at 2m) were also varied over intervals 277 of interest (scenario 4 in Table 1 ). We used a latin hypercube to sample the parameter 278 space, and then fitted two BRT models using the variables that control the sheet sam- Figure S4 ). This indicates that, at low values of individual-level prevalence, the 296 quadrant based method remains sensitive to viral presence regardless of the roost popu-297 lation size, but will tend to over-estimate viral prevalence due to the spatial clustering of individuals common to most tree roosting bats. Conversely, small-sheet methods appear 299 less affected by clustering and spatial auto-correlation among sheets, but they are likely 300 to be less sensitive to viral presence at low population sizes.
301
In scenario 2, where we allowed true prevalence to vary between 0 and 1 ( the similarity among the uniform, stratified, and random designs indicates that the exact 308 spatial pattern of the small-sheet method is not important-estimation bias is improved 309 by reducing sheet size, increasing the number of sheets, and spreading sheets out within 310 the roost area.
311
Scenario 3 showed significant differences in estimation bias between quadrant and 312 stratified designs, even when we allowed all parameters to vary (Figure 5e ). Summary 313 of simulation output with the BRT emulator showed higher bias for the quadrant de-314 sign, which is most strongly influenced by the total number of individual bats sampled 315 across all sheets( C b ; Figures 5a and b ). This suggests that the larger sheet area in and spatial auto-correlation among sheets. However, the influence of these factors is 324 diminished in the stratified design, as shown by the orange points in Figures 5b-f . 325 When we further explored the influence of sheet dimensions for the stratified design 326 (scenario 4 in Table 1 ), we found that sheet area s and number of samples collected n s 327 influenced estimation bias and probability of false negatives the most, and the number 328 of sheets H and distance between sheets d s had less influence ( Figure 6 ). Specifically, 329 estimation bias increases for sheet area greater than 0.5m 2 , but the probability of false 330 negatives increases for sheet area less than 0.75m 2 . Suggesting that sheet areas in the range of 0.5-1m 2 would provide a balance of the two sources of sampling bias (Fig-332 ures 6a and e). The number of sheets had no influence on estimation bias, however, 333 sampling designs with less than 80 sheets had higher probability of false negatives (Fig-334 ures 6b and f). Minimum distance between sheets did not have a significant effect on 335 either source of sampling bias, however, distances between 2-3m fitted the lowest maxi- , which follows methods found in previously published studies (Edson et al. 2015a , Field et al. 2011 , 2015 , is comprised of 10 3.6 × 2.6m sheets divided into 1.8 × 1.6m quadrants to produce 40 (10 × 4) quadrant-sized sheet areas for pooling urine samples. The other three designs (uniform, stratified, and random) are all 'smallsheet' designs that reduce sheet area, increase sheet number, and disperse sheets about the roost area. The small-sheet designs plotted above each contain 100 1m 2 sheets. The stratified design is generated using a sequential inhibition process with and inhibitory radius of 2m. Table 1 ). The dashed red line indicatesp = p, and mean estimation bias for all simulations is printed in the lower right corner of each plot. Figure 5 : Results of the global sensitivity analysis performed in scenario 3, where the quadrant (blue points) and stratified (orange points) designs are compared to determine what drives differences in estimation bias between the two designs. Table 1 shows the parameters used in the simulation. The barplot (a) shows the relative influence of each parameter determined by a boosted regression tree emulator. Plots e-f show the value of estimation bias fitted by the emulator as a function of five influential parameters. Figure S5 : Distribution of the number of samples collected for simulations that use a stratified sheet sampling design at a roost of > 5000 individuals, where the number of sheets n s is 80-100, the area of the sheets s is 0.75-1m 2 , and the distance between the sheets is 1-3m. Based on our results, 89% of simulations had at least 30 sheets that collected a urine sample, and 64% that collected at least 40 samples.
